Conservatory of Music, University of the Pacific

Guitar Audition Requirements

Freshmen and Transfer Students:

For questions about the audition repertoire, please contact Professor Travis Silvers at tsilver@pacific.edu.

Requirements for All Degrees:

1) Two octave Major & minor scales. Any forms or positions.

2) Any two selections from the following:
   o Estudios Sencillos I, II, IV, VI, VII – Leo Brouwer
   o Studies #4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 23, 25, 26, 27, 37, 40, 44 from 100 Graded Classical Guitar Studies – Frederick Noad

3) Brief sight-reading excerpt

For questions regarding AUDITIONS, please contact Jessica Siena at 209.946.2418 or jsiena@pacific.edu.